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President’s Corner –September 2008 

 

This is my first President’s Corner since the June monthly meeting 

when the club elected me and Harry Crofton as new officers of the 

Texas Flyfishers.  I want to thank everyone for your support and 

hope that the new board will be able to do the same quality job that our predecessors, Jerry Loring and Rick 

Rawls have done over the past four years.  As many of you know, Clarke Thornton and Jack Klinger were 

reelected to their roles as Vice President and Membership/Secretary respectively.  My goal this year is to 

maintain as much stability in our committees as possible, so I’ve asked many of the folks who have led 

committees in the past continue on in those roles this year.  I want to encourage new members or folks who 

haven’t been active in committee leadership roles to step forward.  Dick Kauth decided to retire as Raffle Chair 

and Russell Cowart has taken his place. 

 

The Executive Board has spent the summer developing a 2008-2009 budget, learning about the club’s insurance 

coverage and putting together an inventory of the club’s assets.  Harry will review the budget during the 

September monthly meeting.  

 

This year we have added a new committee which started out as Project Healing Waters, but we’re calling the 

Veteran’s Outreach.  Don Puckett is the chairman of that committee, but he’s getting an extensive amount of 

help from Dave Steffek and Mike Arnold. The committee as a whole has been very busy getting the Outreach 

off the ground, moving it from concept to reality.  If you are interested in helping out with the Veteran’s 

Outreach, Don or Dave will gladly put you to work.  It is a very rewarding experience. 

 

Chris Sumers has laid out a great program of saltwater outings, plus leading Redfish Rodeo, check the club 

website for locations and dates.  Also watch the Forum for many of the ad hoc outings and fishing reports from 

our very active saltwater guys. 
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Harry is continuing in his role as freshwater outings chair.  Many of the tried and true outings are planned, like 

the Sunfish Spectacular, Llano River float and the Broken Bow outing.  If you have ideas for something else 

and you’d like to lead it, drop Harry a line. 

 

Our club website is undergoing a facelift; Dave Kelly and Harry are working to keep it fresh and interesting to 

the club membership and to potential new members.  If you Google: Texas fly fishing, our club appears at the 

top.  Because of this, we are attracting new members every month.  That helps make us a great club: new 

members, diverse experience, interests and age groups. 

 

As many of you know, we have had the great fortune to find a new location for our monthly meeting at a 

nominal expense to the club.  We meet at the Bayland Community Center on Bissonnet near Hillcroft.  This is 

saving our club over $4000 per year.  If you haven’t been to a club meeting in the past two months, check out 

the website for a map of the new location. 
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Exotic Critter... June 2008 
By 

Joe Nicklo 

~ 
Joe Nicklo discovered this rare Atlantic Sea Hare in the Intercoastal Waterway near Rockport while 
fishing with Steve Sheaffer and Dub Hamilton.  The Sea Hare is approximately 8 to 9 inches in length 
and swims/propels itself with wing like appendages.  When agitated the critter emits a RED INK for 
protection similar to that of its distant cousin the octopus. 
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 Blind Date II  
By Scott Fossum 

 
Most everyone has been on blind dates before, probably with varying outcomes.  This was my 2

nd
 fishing blind 

date.  The 1
st
 was arranged 5 years ago by a friend to go fishing with his friends.  Like a typical blind date 

matchmaker, he advertised them up as great in everything, but said not to get my expectations up on the 1
st
 date 

as they were not that kind of people.  Advance forward.  Since progress is always moving, I tried the latest 

craze, an internet blind date. 

I did not think that find-a-match.com would work or eharmony.com would be appropriate.  But after much 

searching, I found perfect entry line that hooked me  “anyone want to share a fly fishing trip for yellowfin 

tuna”.  In my bar hopping days, I never used a line that was able to hook anyone as fast as that line hooked me.  

Since it is difficult to  

 find anyone who wants to offshore fly fish 

 has the equipment to tackle big fish 

 can synchronize schedules 

 does not fear seasickness 

 willing to pay a hefty guide fee 

 

I eagerly jumped at the opportunity to hookup despite his location being Philadelphia.  After a bit of email sex 

consisting of which 14 weight rods were best, if 50 lb powerpro backing would work or is 65 lb required, what 

size of hook to tie our flies with we had our blind date scheduled.  Venice in late May.  No, not the romantic 

Venice, Italy, but the Venice in Louisiana that resembles a man camp.  

 

Of course anticipation and preparation are half the fun.  In this case, that meant more fly fishing equipment.  

This gave me the ideal excuse to get my next rod, a 14 wt Cam Sigler.  But wait, can’t get a new rod without a 

new reel can we.  This was the woeful tale I spun to my wife when I successfully convinced her to buy me a 

new set up.  On her way out the door to the fly shop, I only got a frown when I reminded her to fill it with some 

line.  Oh, just a little (700 yards) of 65 lb Powerpro and a Rio Leviathan fly line.  I convinced her it would not 

cost much more….snicker, snicker. 

 

We meet up in Venice in late May and all is well.  Our captain and his 32 ft Twin Vee catamaran eat up the 3 to 

5 ft chop.  We were able to cruise at 30 mph in the chop with zero pounding.  Our first stop was on the flats, 

only 2,000 ft deep.  We caught some fish and headed to a deepwater rig in 3,000 feet of water.   On the way, we 

stopped at a just forming weed line and teased dolphin into fly range.  Due to the sun being in our eyes, the fish 

moving too fast, using the wrong flies (in other words fisherman error) we didn’t catch anything and continued 

to the second rig.  At this rig we both live and dead bait chummed and managed a few fish landed.  We 

proceeded to tease via trolling and managed to get some using bait and switch tactics. 

 

The fly fishing was frustrating; I hooked 5 and landed 0.  My date hooked 7 on the fly and landed only 2 small 

bonita.    I had 3 tuna on and wondered if my 14 weight and 700 yards of backing was enough equipment.  All 

of my fish came off due to broken lines:  class tippet (17 lb) and bite tippets (both 60lb and 80 lb).  I never 

could get it all to come together.  My offshore experience has been that the landing to hooking ratio is a low 

50%, but I had never experienced 0% offshore fishing. 

 

Our guide, Captain Bill Delabar,  saved the day.  Bill has had offshore fly fishing guiding experience both in 

Venice and Panama and knew the game plan:  wave wimpy sticks in the air hoping for the impossible.   At our 

first spot he starts the chum line and puts 1 conventional rod in the gunnel rod holder.  Conventional if defined 

as the rod and reel weighing close to 15 lbs and requiring you to strap into a harness with the pulling capability 
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greater than some winches.  As we fly fished, he fished for us.   

 

The chumming for yellofin tuna uses blackfin tuna as chum.  Off our coast, blackfin is prized for table fare, but 

is used as chum in Venice.  His technique is to put the hook in a slit in the chum.  If you run the hook through 

the chum, the yellowfin will feel the resistance to the line and spit it out.  After about 2 minutes of chumming (1 

chunk every 15 seconds), the hook is placed in the water and line is fed out by hand with the rod placed in the 

rod holder.  A bite is felt and the line dropped.  The fish starts swimming and the line comes tight to the rod in 

the holder.  The reel is thrown into the strike position and is hooked.  My date or I would bring our fly in and 

fight the fish.  During the fight, the guide puts a fighting harness on you and you get your butt whipped by a 

fish.  Although 18 lbs fighting drag doesn’t sound like much.  My 155 lb butt almost got pulled overboard by a 

tuna during a 20 minute fight.  So, despite not landing any quality fish on the fly rod and fly fishing all day, we 

still experienced fighting tuna and dolphin and returned with overflowing coolers. 

 

If you go, I’d suggest 2 or 3 fisherman as the maximum.  Bring heavy duty equipment:  I brought a 10, 11, 12 

and 14 weight outfits.   The 10 wt is actually too small for most anything besides catching bait. Reels with lots 

of backing if you want to actually want a chance at landing a moderate size tuna.  You can replace your Dacron 

backing with 50 lb Powerpro (or equal) and up to double your backing capacity.  Have a fly shop put it on your 

reel.  Do you really want to crank on 500 to 700 yards and then be told it is too loosely packed?  Or worse have 

the your line break as you get a “dig” in your backing after the fish has taken 100 yards of line.   Let the expert 

with automatic winders and welding gloves install your backing. 

 

Don’t let the recommended heavy duty gear scare you.  Three fly fishing engineers (doesn’t that sound scary) 

were going offshore last spring and while anticipating the trip performed such useful tasks as calculating and 

graphing the number of turns required to reel in the full amount of backing.  The answers were depressing.  

Most of my reels are large arbor which according to the manufacturer recover “huge amounts” of line with each 

revolution.  Despite the advertising, my reel with 700 yards of backing takes 3,100 revolutions.  I fully expect 

my hand to cramp and hand the rod off to my fishing buddy in order to get the line in.  I would be so depressed 

if a fish took off all 700 yards of backing and the line broke at the fly (I would then have to reel in the entire 700 

yards just to recover the line) that I fasten the end of the backing to the spool with a half inch piece of scotch 

tape.  This way, I have a exciting fish story of the “monster of the deep” that stole my fly, fly line and 700 yards 

of backing  versus just saying my fly to leader knot failed or my tippet broke. 

 

 

If you want to experience blue water fly fishing close by.  I recommend you team up with Captain Bill Delabar 

in Venice.  He and his 32 ft Twin Vee catamaran will make bumpy seas seem smooth (nothing is smooth in 

over 5 footers except an aircraft carrier).  He knows the needs of fly fishermen and will make your experience 

fun.   Bill can be reached Paradise Outfitters www.paradise-oufitters.com  

 

 

~ Abel Super 12 w/700 yards of 65 lb Powerpro Backing
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I’ll stick to saltwater 

by Pescador Pete 
 

While nursing a sore back and arm after struggling with catching multiple 30 inch redfish, I received a familiar 

request I usually dismiss.   Pesky,  do you want to go freshwater fishing with me tomorrow?  As I turned over 

the various options in my puny Pesky mind……Let’s see,  my prop is getting refurbished after getting ground 

down to 5 inches in diameter while spinning up in the sand; can’t go to the flats in my boat………   my kayak is 

being lent to a friend on Brown & Root flats;can’t go to the salt in my kayak ………my friends flats boat is still 

stuck on the sandbar in Peyton’s bay waiting for the high September tide; can’t go to the salt in the friends 

boat…………Against my better judgement, I decided to go fresh fishing instead of my planned activity of 

watching paint dry. 

 

In the morning, at the secret pond, I meet freshwater Fred.  On his recommendation, I have my 8 wt to catch all 

these big fish.  I tie on this frog thing that my “friend” says is a can’t miss fly.   I walk down the banks of the 

pond and wonder about the trees.  First cast is hung in the tree behind me……….never had that problem casting 

offshore for ling.   I yank on the line and the tree refuses to let go……I’m thinking, this freshwater fishing is 

literally for the birds.  I climb the tree to retrieve my frog and almost fall out the top of the tree……I’m thinking 

that I never have to climb a tree in Port Aransas.   

  

I get the fly and return to a treeless spot on the bank and attempt a cast.   This can’t miss frog fly  has identical 

aerodynamics as a whiffle ball and goes nowhere.  I try a single haul, a double haul, and even attempt the 

offshore triple haul.  All have the same results, a 20 foot cast……..I’m thinking that a shrimp fly in a 20 mph 

wind casts 75 ft easily on the saltwater flats. 

 

I walk down the bank and have to dodge multiple ant hills……….I’m thinking that this freshwater stuff is 

dangerous.  Ants are scary critters compared to tame stingrays.  Stingrays are friendly like my dogs, they follow 

me around wagging their tail. 

 

I finally am able to make a few casts.  I look over and see Freshwater Fred catching what look like mullet. Fred 

is actually kissing each mullet before releasing them back into the water.  I use my tiny Pesky brain and realize 

that a treeless shoreline is the same a fishless shoreline.  I also notice he is casting very easily into pockets in the 

weeds and under trees on the far bank.  He also is casting very far compared to me………I thinking, what’s up 

with this freshwater fishing, I have no trouble catching fish in the salt. 

 

Freshwater Fred comes up and says his tally so far is 21 largemouth bass and a 10 red ears………. I’m thinking 

you were kissing mullet and there is only 1 largemouth and it’s not a fish.  I also have a red ear, but it’s a blood 

spot from the frog fly catching my earlobe.  So shut up about your stories. 

 

Fred offers me a new killer fly I at least understand.  Its 

small like a bonefish fly and has rubber legs….....I’m 

thinking it is just like my floating redfish candy crab fly.   

Finally, a fly I can cast.  Freshwater Fred shows me where 

to cast and I make a perfect cast.  I retrieve the fly and start 

to cast again.  Freshwater Fred starts yelling “you caught 

one”.  It’s a fine specimen of a fresh water fish”.  I stop my 

false casting and look at the fly and sure enough there is a 

fish on the end of my line.  
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Freshwater Fred is trembling with excitement and digging for 

an identical fly.   Freshwater Fred  says…”We can catch 100 of 

these today”.  I look at my freshwater trophy and 

ponder……..my saltwater flies are larger than this, this is too 

small for chum,  this is too small to use as bait, is this 1 of those 

red or purple ear things I hear about. 

 

About this time, an alligator surfaces 10 feet from the bank.  I 

jump back as it looks at me like I’m his lunch……… I’m 

thinking that saltwater has no such wild monsters.  Last time I 

used my float tube on an offshore weed line, the sharks kept me 

company.  They were so tame they almost took chum from my 

hand. 

 

Freshwater Fred has already pushed my aside and is on his 4
th
 trophy when I awaken from my stupor and say 

that my arm is hurting.  Freshwater Fred gives me some advice on strength conditioning for freshwater fishing 

as he is now on this 10
th

 fish.  As I walk back to the Peskymobile I hear Freshwater Fred hooting and hollering 

about a 100 fish day if he fishes until dark………. 

 

I think that I had better stick with fishing in salt water.  My shortcomings and fears make freshwater fishing 

almost impossible: 

 My casting is not good enough 

 My tree climbing ability is not good enough 

 I hate scary critters like fire ants 

 I hate sea monsters such as alligators 

 I can’t catch freshwater fish 

 I still don’t know what a red ear is…. Or was it a purple ear fish 

 

Peskador Pete can be found up and down the Texas coast.  He knows all the secret spots such as Lake X,  Red 

Oak Point,  The Mudhole and the ultra top secret 13 Fathom Russian Submarine Wreck.  You have to watch 

closely for him, because his superboat travels in 1 inch of water and most people swear that they are watching 

someone on an ATV on land as he negotiates the twisty marshes he frequents.  Freshwater Fred thought he was 

seeing a ghost the first time he saw Pesky traveling in the dawn mist.  Unknown to most, Pesky keeps his secret 

spots secret by turning on his homemade Klingon cloaking device that makes him invisible to mere mortals.  

Most people only see Peskador Pete as he loads and unloads his boat at the ramp. 
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 Damsel Fly 
By Martin Weir 

  
Guys, I began tying this fly up about a year ago.  I first fished it last summer up in the Ozarks, and 
caught dozens of warmouth perch, goggle-eye bass, bluegills, redears, green sunfish, pumpkinseeds, 
and large and smallmouth bass.  I recently fished it in Turtle Creek (an arm of the Guadalupe River) 
and caught dozens of various perch and bass there. I fished it last night out at Mike Arnold's 7Lakes 
at Damon, and caught upwards of 40 bluegills, redears, and bass (up to 18 inches).  I tie it in sizes 
16, 14, and 12.  In quieter and clear water, I use the size 16 and 14; in deeper or more green water, I 
use the size 12.  Over half the fish that I caught last night inhaled the fly on the fall, without even 
stripping the line.  You need to pay attention to any "tick" in the line.  In the more clear shallow water, 
I could see the large fish inhale the fly before I detected any strike. The yellow marabou butt also 
helps in seeing the fly disappear in the fish's mouth. 
  
Wet nymph hooks in sizes 16, 14, or 12.  Wrap hook with black thread.  Tie in bead-chain eyes just 
behind the hook eye, then zap-a-gap them in place. Continue the wrap back to the bend of the hook. 
Tie in yellow marabou butt, then wrap thread back up the hook slightly before tying in peacock hurl. 
Wrap the peacock hurl up to the bead eyes and one or two wraps in front of the eyes, then tie in.  Tie 
in a #10 or #12 black grizzly hackle collar just behind the eyes.  For the size 12 fly, I tie in 4 mini-legs 
just behind the eyes. For the size 16 and 14 flies, I use very small beadchain eyes; for the size 12 fly, 
I use a slightly larger beadchain eye. Head cement, and you're ready to fish! 
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FLY TYING – Barr’s Emerger 
By David Lewis ? 

 

MATERIALS 

Hook:  18-24 Dai-Riki #135 or Tiemco 2487 (Barbless) 
Thread : Gray 8/0 or smaller 

Tail: Brown hackle fibers 

Abdomen: Olive Superfine dubbing 
Thorax: Adams Gray Superfine dubbing 

Wingcase and legs:  Gray hackle fibers 

 

 

Step 1.  Lay down a thread base and tie in 6-8 brown hackle fibers.  Cinch down fibers a little    past  the bend 

and clip the fibers off flush.  The tail is intended to suggest a trailing shuck.  

 

Step 2.  Create a tapered abdomen to about two-thirds hook shank. 

 
Step 3.   Tie in 12-20 gray hackle fibers to form the wingcase then wrap a thorax with gray dubbing. 

 

Step 4.  Pull the wing case over the dubbed thorax and secure near the hook eye with a couple of thread wraps.  Then 
divide the remaining hackle fibers and fold them back along each side to form legs. Clip the leg fibers off flush and just 

longer than the wingcase. 

 

This pattern can also be tied in PMD colors 
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Gun Metal Midge Pupa 
By By David Lewis ? 

 

 
 

 

MATERIALS 

 

Hook:  18-24 Tiemco 2487 or other curved shank scud hook 

Thread : Black 8/0 or smaller 

Rib: Fine silver wire 

Wing Tuft:   White Antron, CDC or similar material 

Bead:  Midge size Killer Caddis or similar glass bead  

 

 

Step 1.   Bend down barb and insert hook point through small hole of bead.  A bead picker made from the  hook 

side of hook and latch makes this tedious chore much easier. 

 

Step 2.   Lay down thread base and tie in silver wire to a point parallel with tip of hook eye. Make two additional 

wraps behind the wire. 

 

Step 3.   Build a tapered abdomen covering the tag end of the wire.  Use a rocking motion with the first layer or 

two of thread wraps for a smooth transition. 

 

Step 4.  Spiral the wire up to the bead.  Break off wire by pulling in a circular motion. 

 

Step 5.  Tie in wing tuft about three hook eye widths behind eye and whip finish behind bead. Apply head 

cement. 
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MORE FLY TYINING –BBB 
By Mike Arnold, Damon 7 Lakes 

~ 
Recipe: 

-Dariki 710 size 12 

-Thread to match sili-legs size 6/0 

-Sili-legs, almost any color, even the legs from bass 

skirts.  Here we show chartreuse. 

-Grizzly hackle, dry fly hackle, not hen 

-Krystal flash, optional 

-Bead chain eyes, black, silver, copper, or gold. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Mount hook and secure in vise, after smashing 

barb. 

 

2. Wrap thread from eye of hook to even with 

barb. 

 

 

 

3. Attach Legs.  Here Mike has taken one strand 

and cut it into 4 pieces. Pull the legs into place, 

evenly across the start of the bend 

 

4. Secure legs, by folding back and tying down.  

Pull the legs up slightly to position them into line 

with the hook shank. 

 

5. Trim legs: 2 x hook gap.  This is just long enough 

to keep from tangling and still allows movement on 

retrieve. 

6. Attach 1 or 2 dry fly hackle feathers by the tips and 

tie eyes in at this point.  This type of feather doubles 

as an partial weed-guard.  Tie in the eyes about ¼ to 

1/3 the hooks shank from the eye of the hook.  You 

want the fly to fall horizontally, not nose-first.  Once 

the eyes are in place, build up a “thorax” area just in 

front of the bead chain.  This gives the fly a more 

finished appearance and gives the glue something to 

work with. 
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7. Palmer hackle forward to eyes.  Stop just 

behind the bead-chain eyes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8). Tie off hackle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Place a drop of CA glue on top of eyes and 

toward eye. Use bobbin to spread glue thinly over 

top and bottom area of eyes and towards eye of 

hook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Get up from the tying table and go fishing. 
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MORE FLY TYINING – Squirrelly 
By Don C. Puckett (Puck) 

 
Ingredients 

Mustad 94833 size 12 

Brown, or black, 6/0 tying thread 

Bead chain eyes, gold or brass, small 

Squirrel tail 

CA Glue 

 Discussion:  If you’ve ever used squirrel hair for a fly you know how slippery this material is.   It 

has great action in the water on small flies but keeping it on the hook can prove to be a challenge that 

most prefer not to tackle.   This small fly has worked well for me in the early part of the year, January 

through March, when the fish don’t like to move much, but a small minnow imitator is just irresistible.  

Through this out on a 3-5 wt rod and work it slowly.  I’ve been known to use it from my “belly-boat” for 

that “next to no movement” retrieve.   

Later in the year, fish it as you would any minnow pattern, retrieving it through all the weeds and slop in 

those little holes in the weeds.  It sinks well, and has a great action.  In Toledo Bend, I’ve limited out on 

crappie doing a slow troll behind a belly boat.  Flip it out, retrieve slowly for 10 feet, move 5 feet down 

the shoreline and repeat until fish are found. 

This is my winter “go-to” fly. 
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1. Place the eyes and use CA glue to lock in 

place 

 

 

 

 

 

2.   Turn the hook point side up.  Cut a lock 

of squirrel tail hairs that extend 3 times 

the hook shaft length and lock then down 

at the rear of the hook behind the eyes, as 

shown. 

 

 

 

 

3.  Go ahead and clip the trimmed ends and 

clean up the area with thread wraps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Bend the hair back and tie into place.  

Place a drop of CA glue on the threads, 

making sure not to cover the eyes of the 

hook. 

5. Go ahead and clip these. 
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Legal 
Space reserved 

. 
 

~ 

TFF FIRST EVER ROD BUILDING 
COURSE 

Space reserved 
 

 
For Sale by Club Members 

Space reserved 

 

~ 
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2008 OUTINGS  
 

FRESHWATER 
 

BY Harry Crofton, CCI 
 

Our outings schedule is a work-in-progress.  Here are the freshwater trips we have currently scheduled 

for 2008.  Sometimes dates and places change.  Announcements will be made at the club meetings 
and posted to the website.  Check the website www.texasflyfishers.org regularly to make sure you 
have the latest information. 
 
To volunteer as a trip leader, contact the fresh water outings chairman Harry Crofton or the salt water 
outings chairman Rod Henderson.  Their telephone numbers and email addresses are on the Executive 
Committee listing later in this issue. 
 
21 and 22 June Llano River near Junction, a great trip that went over well.  15 members made 

the trip Quite a few pictures were taken and a few reports written.  All shown 
on the web site. 

  
26 July Frio River (cancelled)  
  
9 August San Marcos River, Shady Grove Campground down to Staples.   10 members 

made the trip.  See details on-line.  
  
13 September Colorado River near Webberville  (Marcos are you ready?)  IKED 
  
11 October Seven Lakes 

  
(18 and 19 October Fredericksburg Flyfishers’s Oktoberfisch)  
  
15 November Back to the Guadalupe 

 

~ 
 SALTWATER  

 

BY Christopher Sumers 
 
September 20 

 

San Luis Pass –Kayak, Boat or Wading IKED 

October 18 
 

Rockport / Aransas Pass The Redfish Rodeo 

November 1 East Bay / Bolivar– Flounder trip IKED 
 

http://www.texasflyfishers.org/
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Membership News 
By Jack Klinger, Membership Chair 

 

Membership list as of Sept 5th. 

Note:  We have a total of 165 paid members, out of 329 listing or 50.2 %  At the end of May we had 220 paid 

member which would place us at 75% paid.    

 
What’s do Jack’s numbers mean to your club? Annual dues are the second largest source of 

funding for your club.  So if you haven’t paid your dues for this year please do so.   Jack 
plans to scrub the list, and probably has before this was published - the Editor 

 

~ 
 

Conservation 
Space reserved 

 

~ 

Casting 
Space reserved 

 

 
FLY TYING CLASS 

Space reserved 
 

~ 

 
Gear 

Space reserved 
 

~ 
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Veteran’s Outreach 

By Dave Steffek 
 

OBJECTIVES 

To provide recreational therapy to help patients regain physical, psychological and social 
functioning through the physical and mental involvement with  

 Fly tying 
 Fly rod casting 
 ―Community reintegration‖ thru fishing outings with vets and TFF members. 

This program can rekindle/ignite the veterans‘ appreciation and enthusiasm for recreation—indoors 
and out. 
 
CURRENT CLUB ACTIVITY AT THE VA HOSPITAL  

Check out the pictures for Veterans Outreach in the web photo gallery. 
 Fly tying underway for two groups - in-patients and out-patients bi-weekly on Friday 

afternoon from 12:30 to 3:00 pm 
 Monthly tying activity for all vets on 2nd Saturday from 1 pm – 3 pm  
 Casting instructions for all vets on 2nd  Saturday from 8:80 to 10:30 am 
 Outings are targeted one per quarter, with the first being in October, ‗08 

 
CLUB MEMBER INVOLVEMENT 

 Team of two regular volunteers for 2nd Saturday tying class  
 Two teams of two or three volunteers for bi-weekly Friday tying class  
 Team of two to three volunteers for 2nd Saturday casting class  
 Quarterly outings – could require up to 14 club members(one TFF for one Vet) 

 
FISHING OUTINGS PLANNED 
The first outing is planned for 7 Lakes hosted by Mike Arnold of the TFF club. Tentative date - 
Saturday, October 4. When confirmed, it will be put on the club events calendar. Volunteers will be 
contacted for that date. The next outing will be planned for January, hopefully fishing for rainbow 
trout stockers in a local lake.  
 
WANT TO HELP? 

There are currently 26 people who have volunteered to help in some capacity with this program. 
However, there is a current need for more regular and alternate volunteers for weekend casting 
instruction once per month. A few more alternates to help with weekend tying once per month 
would also be helpful. Contact Don Puckett or Dave Steffek. 
 
The program needs people that can make a commitment, even if that is for part of the year. Please 
consider that we have all been blessed by the sacrifices of our veterans giving us the freedom to 
enjoy our sport. This is our chance to give something back to our Veterans—to say thank you! 
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MoreVeteran’s Outreach 
 

By Don Puckett 

 

Folks we made the local news. Below is an extract from an e-mail received.   Mike 
Arnold was shown with our Vets for the article.  I’ll contact the paper and see if I can 

get a copy of the article for use in the next Windknots. 

 
NEWS RELEASE: Fishing Cast into Rehab Therapy for Veterans 
Congratulations. Check this out. Your fly-fishing story made the top slot in our 38-newspaper online edition! 
www.hcnonline.com 
 
Cynthia Lescalleet 
Features editor 
Examiner Newspaper Group 
4635 Southwest Freeway  #320 
Houston, TX    77027 
 

 

We also have had our first outing with the Vets.  Here are some photos. 

 
 

Getting two of our Vets set up 

http://www.hcnonline.com/
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Our Vets with mobility challenges caught fish 

 

 
So did the staff. 
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Our coordinator getting ready to cook, and no it wasn‘t road kill. 

 
As these no longer hungry folks could tell you. 
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No that is not a fly rod 

 

 
But it worked on these catfish.
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What’s the FFF up to? 
Conservation Update 

Reprinted with permission 

 
 

 

 

 
Positions & Letters: 
 
An important part of conservation work within the FFF is providing a voice for fisheries and anglers 
across the nation.  By communicating with legislators, agency leaders and other conservation 
organizations, we create a working relationship that helps protect fisheries.  
 

   
 

Staff Activities and Program Updates:  More to come. 
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TEXAS FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
 

 

    
 
   
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

About the Wind Knots 
 

Wind Knots is your newsletter, and it needs your help – otherwise we'll run out of things to print.  E-mail 
your articles, photos, artwork, graphics, fishing news, tall tales, lies, and letters to the editor to 
hjcrofton@mail.com.  During 2007 it is our intention to issue Windknots quarterly starting in July.   
 
If you have digital photos, please send them via e-mail in .JPG format.  If you have paper photos, mail 
them to SFC Don C. Puckett, 12250 S. Kirkwood Rd, Appt 1731, Stafford TX, 77474-2128.  Please 
include a stamped, self-addressed envelope if you want the photos returned. 
 
The preferred form for text – stories, letters, and so forth – is in Microsoft Word.  Please try to keep your 
offerings in the 800 to 1,000 word range, or less.  If you send photos along with an article, proposed 
captions are appreciated. 

 
Wind Knots is posted on the club's Web site as soon as it becomes available.  Check 
www.texasflyfishers.org regularly for the latest newsletter and other news of interest. 

 
 

 
~ 

David Lemke, CCI 
President, Fly Casting 

Work:  713.839.2572 

Home: 713.502.1809  
dlemke@sbcglobal.net 

Russel 
Auction 

Information later 

 

Dave Kelly 
Webmaster 

Home:  936-894-1710 

daveekelly1@embarqmail.com  

Clarke Thornton 
VP Programs 

Work:   713-512-3657 

Home:  713-641-0022 
cthornton@ehshouston.org 

Corey Rich 
Legal 

Work:   713-861-1928 

Home:  713-621-6071 
corey.rich@aya.yale.edu 

Don Puckett (Puck) 
Windknots/Veteran’s Outreach 

doncpuckett@141.com 

 

Jack Klinger 
Secretary / Membership 

Home:  713-816-5574 
Work:   713-753-8540 
klingerj@netouch.net 

Christopher Sumers  
Saltwater Outings 

Cell: 713-702-6712  

christopher.sumers@halliburton.com 

 

Harry Crofton, CCI 
Treasurer  / Freshwater Outings  

Work:   713.235.3895 
Home:  832.755.6857 

hcrofton@goodloops.com 

Frank Schlicht 
Education / Fly Tying Festival 

Home:  281-392-5296 
aged_sage@hotmail.com 

 

 

http://www.texasflyfishers.org/
mailto:dlemke@sbcglobal.net
mailto:daveekelly1@embarqmail.com
mailto:cthornton@ehshouston.org
mailto:corey.rich@aya.yale.edu
mailto:doncpuckett@141.com
http://mail.goodloops.com:2095/horde/imp/XSSCleanedtop.opencompose('klingerj@netouch.net','','','')
mailto:christopher.sumers@halliburton.com
mailto:hcrofton@goodloops.com
mailto:aged_sage@hotmail.com
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Texas Flyfishers 
P.O. Box 571134 
Houston, TX 77257-1134 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Texas Flyfishers Membership Application 
 

Please check one:        New Application            Renewal 
 

 To join Texas Flyfishers or renew your membership, please complete this form and mail it with your check 

to the address below, or bring it with you to one of our monthly meetings.  All memberships expire June 30th of 
each year, and renewals are due July 1st.  New members, please pro-rate your payment for the number of months 

between now and the end of June, inclusive.  Our monthly meetings are held on the last Tuesday of every month 

(except December), beginning at 7:00 p.m. 
 

Dues are for (check one):    Individual at $24 a year         Family at $32 a year       Student at $16 a year 
 

Name:_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Home phone: _________________________  Work phone: ___________________________ 

 
Email: ___________________________________ 

 

TEXAS FLYFISHERS 
P.O. BOX 571134 

HOUSTON, TX  77257-1134 


